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Foreword

We are living in unprecedented times, with the dramatic impact of Covid-19 being felt 

around the world. One quarter of the world’s population is now under lockdown, forcing 

change to customer behavior and accelerating digital transformation.

This is a time of uncertainty. On a macro level people are concerned about their 

economy, their jobs, and ultimately their health. Business verticals like Retail, Automotive 

and Travel & Tourism have been permanently impacted, and horizontal communications 

must be sensitively adapted to offer support and build trust.

But there is also real opportunity. Our B2B audiences are fully embracing remote working 

and rely on digital solutions for key business pillars, including technology, communication, 

finance, HR, and sales.

They have been driven online in historic numbers, finding digital watering holes to keep 

their lives and businesses moving forward. The internet is their first source of information, 

family communication, socialization, ecommerce and work. Never have the lines between 

personal and business mindsets been more blurred, and this change is here to stay. 

At Merkle | DWA we have spent the last 5 years evolving global B2B strategies to 

consider customers as people, not just job functions. This has perfectly positioned us to 

accelerate quickly, adapting campaigns in market and shifting tactics to protect relevance 

and credibility for our clients.

We are all speeding into this new world together, delivering swift solutions to challenges 

and building a proactive approach for the coming months. This document represents a 

collection of the tactical FAQs that we have received globally over the last weeks, and our 

recommendations in solving for them.

Our people continue to monitor the situation and remain ready to answer any questions 

as they arise, and to collaborate on proactive campaigns that capitalize on the 

opportunities driven by this unique market.

Bob Ray

CEO, Merkle | DWA 
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Question: Should I reduce advertising spend during the period of Covid-19?

Answer: No. We recommend that B2B marketing programs continue, and indeed most of 

our clients are doing so at expected investment levels or higher. Accepted research from 

the global 2008 financial crisis establishes that slashing advertising budgets may help 

boost profits in the short term, but that brands that do so risk losing market share over 

time. This is especially relevant today in highly competitive industries like Technology, 

Finance and Telecoms, where it’s harder to communicate brand difference to new and 

increasingly younger buying teams. Millennials are less brand concerned than previous 

generations, being more comfortable in switching to new solutions based on company 

values.

IPA analysis has shown that retaining a share of voice at a similar level to a brand's share 

of market is an effective way of maintaining a brand's market share, while an 'excess share 

of voice' can often lead to share growth. Cutting ad spend in B2B carries the risk of 

reducing a brand’s SOV, which often results in a reduction of market share over the 

medium term. The current environment offers the chance to increase market share at a 

lower cost, albeit with increased strategic guidelines

That said, it certainly isn’t business as usual, and new strategies should be considered for 

marketing campaigns. Tactics should be digitally-led and take into consideration evolving 

customer behaviors and priorities.

Question: What audience consumption trends are you seeing in B2B?

Answer: The standard rule of advertising is to be where the customers are, and usually 

we find ourselves planning for spikes in audience attention around things like customer 

watering holes, tentpole events, or sports. 

Today we are seeing B2B audience peaks in digital consumption like never before. Global 

Google searches around tech solutions has increased an average of 18% YoY (Feb & 

Mar), with digital transformation and collaboration seeing the highest spikes.

Quality B2B and News publishers are seeing a spike in digital subscriptions over the last 4 

weeks in North America (63%) and EMEA (267%), fueled by a user appetite to stay as 

informed as possible during the pandemic. Bloomberg Media has witnessed record 

subscriber numbers since February, stating that the average daily subscriber count is three 

times as high as usual. 

Media Investment



Bloomberg, along with others like The Wall Street Journal, is putting virus-related content 

outside of its paywall. The Atlantic also had its single best week of subscriber growth 

despite coronavirus coverage not counting against its metered paywall.

In the UK, Guardian daily traffic is higher than it has ever been (peaking at 34m uniques in 

a day), and median attention time has grown by 28% in the last month. A business 

takeover for a large technology client of ours got 1.2m impressions in a day last week - 4x 

the average reach for the same spend.

B2B audiences are therefore more available online that they have ever been, making this a 

unique opportunity to target members of the buying group at scale, at an efficient cost. 

With increases in quality news consumption, this includes traditionally hard to reach 

groups like the C-Suite and IT Decision Makers.

The current market conditions, however, present a challenge in intersecting this behavior 

with relevant messaging and an appropriate sales approach.

Question: What is the state of the B2B media market?

Answer: There are a few trends which together have created a soft media market, for 

example:

• Initial uncertainty from advertisers around aligning to Covid-19 news has left a lot of 

quality publications with inventory surges that they cannot monetize in the short term

• OOH and airport sponsorships have seen dramatically reduced reach during the 

pandemic, and advertisers are diverting spend to digital

• Increased traffic to on demand streaming services has increased available inventory to 

B2B audiences

Media owners are highly negotiable at present, and there is the opportunity to work 

creatively with partners to negotiate packages that gain customer mindshare and %SOV.

Question: What is expected as we recover from the pandemic?

Answer: We need to consider a long-term recovery plan. The most likely scenario post 

lock-down is that advertising spend increases dramatically as brands race to support 

revised sales targets and defend their market position. This is expected to push up media 

costs in Q3/Q4, and create supply issues, particularly for more niche or in demand 

audiences. 

Media Investment



We are consulting with our clients on strategies that proactively manage media investment, 

positioning them to evolve today’s reactive messaging into a seamless recovery plan post 

Covid-19. This includes tactics like:

• Maintaining overall advertising spend levels over the coming months, in the right place 

and at the right time to gain share of voice 

• Where necessary, engaging with key partners and publishers to discuss moving larger 

projects like product or solution led sponsorships into the future, rather than cancelling. 

Thus maintaining goodwill, and ring-fencing quality inventory post pandemic

• Investigating new client specific partnerships with publishers to be on a premium tier 

before a possible bidding war, and if possible reserving future inventory ahead of time

• Evolving campaign KPIs to better measure brand health and solution support in the 

medium term

Question: How do we know when to start reducing or limiting investments?

Answer: Ultimately, the campaigns themselves should inform budget changes. If the 

campaigns are performing, and delivering against the defined KPIs, then budgets should 

not be reduced.

Our teams are regularly monitoring media health metrics, to understand campaign 

performance and impact on business metrics. If health drops, then immediate optimization 

recommendations will be communicated to our clients for action.

Media Investment



Question: What messages are resonating in market across your clients?

Answer: Overall, our clients are correctly shifting their investment out of short-term sales 

activations, and into long term branding activity. Now is the time to maintain salience, 

transmitting a sense of leadership and stability, being empathetic in how you communicate 

support to your existing and potential customers.

On a macro level, people are concerned for the economy, their jobs and most critically 

their health. This is not the time to use the current situation as a campaign hook, which 

could risk significant brand damage over the short and long term. Neither is it appropriate 

to promote product and service USPs that were designed before Covid-19, that don’t take 

into consideration the current customer tone of voice.

Messaging that outperforms our current average benchmarks divide roughly into two 

camps:

• ads that remain true to core brand values, allowing a company to seem consistent and 

reliable. Tone is considerate, grounded and understanding

• ads signaling signs of progress in a time of stagnation. Offering aspirational plans at a 

time when the world is speeding forward into digital transformation

We are also still seeing demand for mid and bottom funnel content in campaigns, as B2B 

audiences use the lock-down to educate themselves on their markets and available 

services. This is a valuable audience behavior, and we recommend capturing that interest 

even in a market where progressing to sale is more difficult.

Question: What product and services are showing the most demand?

Answer: Our clients have been asking specifically for insights into which products and 

services are showing the most customer demand over the last few weeks, and we are 

working regularly with our research teams and publisher partnerships to investigate trends. 

Broadly speaking we are seeing large intent spikes around digital transformation topics 

such as collaboration, remote working and cloud.

Partner information suggests that CIOs are maintaining or accelerating spend on existing 

cloud projects, particularly in areas that can provide cost savings (data center migrations, 

PaaS, serverless). Customers’ immediate focus overall is on employee safety and 

business continuity, so sales cycles appear to be elongating for net new cloud / SaaS 

projects outside of that remit.

Messaging 



We expect increase in ad spend towards resource optimization (collaboration tools, HCM, 

automation) and remote capabilities (laptops, endpoint security, VDI, VPN, networking). 

SASE, IAM and endpoint security are also expected to benefit from increased remote work 

activity.

Conversely hardware refresh and ERP upgrades are expected to slow this year as 

customers get pressured to cut cost in the economic downturn. Spend in new security 

areas and firewall refresh could also slow throughout the year.

Question: Which content formats should I deploy?

Answer: Digital content and ad formats should remain diverse and varied. Ultimately it is 

still our goal to be ubiquitous to our B2B audiences, and that means having the right 

content available for our target to discover at the right time.

We are recommending some considerations for our clients, across the spectrum of 

standard B2B content:

• There is certainly audience demand in market for educational content on products and 

services. Capture this demand with thoughtful educational pieces which point to 

empathetic and frictionless decision making. For example, free trials, free training and 

educational webinar follow-ups

• Check all content that was created prior to Covid-19. Are your customer case studies 

still relevant for our new world?

• Our audiences are finding their home and work lives more blurred than ever before. 

Create content that builds a sense of emotion and empathy with them, like video, 

stories or even gamification

• Have robust internal strategies for checking content calendars and deployment 

mechanisms as often as possible. Cultural nuance in campaign markets and dynamic 

news coverage provides an environment where some content can quickly appear tone 

deaf

• Marketing automation campaigns should follow the tone of voice of your overall 

communication, and avoid over-emailing of top funnel audience segments

• Don’t forget loyalty plays. Your existing customers are your bench strength, and critical 

to company success over the coming months. Paid media content should be created to 

surround them with confident and empathetic messaging, and training opportunities

Messaging 



Question: Should we align to Coronavirus content or block from it entirely?

Answer: Ultimately everything that is currently happening in business is related to the 

coronavirus, and it is the leading story across all publishers globally. Therefore blocking 

from it disallows your brand the opportunity of appearing in front of large audience 

numbers at a time where they are likely looking for business reassurance and support.  

IAS has found that 88% of consumers have shifted their content consumption behaviors, 

with 58% of people actively looking for Covid-19 content. Of the content discovered, nearly 

all is ad supported.

Existing ad verification technologies like DoubleVerify or IAS can be treated as an effective 

yet blunt tool when applied to large categories like Covid-19. Blocking coronavirus 

keywords also prevents your brand from appearing alongside positive news stories that 

are sweeping the globe, and business led content on specialist or technical websites. 

“Collaborating from home during Covid-19” would be treated identically to “Covid-19 death 

toll mounts” for example, when they are not exacting an identical emotional toll on their 

audience.

IAS ran a recent study in March polling consumers and their sensitivity to advertising which 

runs adjacent to Corvid-19 content: 

• Only 26% of respondents said that they were not likely to engage with advertising that 

is adjacent to Covid-19 content

• 16% of respondents had a less favorable sentiment to brands doing so, whereas 78% 

of said that their favorability remains unchanged

• The strongest takeaway was that Food & Beverage as well as Travel were the top 

brands which respondents indicated should not be advertising around Covid-19

• B2B and tech products were not highlighted as a concern, suggesting a neutral impact

Therefore we recommend a neutral stance on targeting around the pandemic. Campaigns 

should be assessed on their own merit, and audiences should be reached as they are 

active online or demonstrating valuable intent signals.

Ad verification tools are also evolving during this time of intense transformation, and we 

will work with them as usual to absolutely minimize the risk of appearing next to negative 

stories like violence, tragedy and fake news. As new suppression options arise, we will test 

them immediately.

Targeting 



Question: What industry vertical impact should we be considering?

Answer: Horizontal or audience first campaigns which are targeted to Large Enterprise 

buying teams should be carefully assessed against industry vertical. Never has it been 

more important to deploy personalization at scale, igniting relevant marketing 

communications that resonate at a deeper level than job function.

No industry has been unaffected by coronavirus, and we should consider re-prioritizing 

certain verticals during this time. 

Topline examples:

• Travel & Tourism – long lag expected in recovery

• Manufacturing/Infrastructure – manpower issues & shutdown impacts value chains 

globally

• Food & Beverage, Entertainment – store visits hugely affected, events postponed or 

moved online. Automotive – Supply chain impacted globally

• Retail & Luxury – offline sales and non-essentials impacted as customers worry about 

sustainable income

• eCommerce – groceries stretched to full demand, staffing and logistics difficulties 

around the world

Question: What about SMEs?

Answer: The world economy has been disrupted, and this has had a major impact on 

small to medium businesses around the globe.

Do continue advertising to them. Weight marketing campaigns to the two ends of the buyer 

journey; build empathetic brand credibility on the one hand, and capture intent in market 

on the other. Don’t market net new solutions to companies who are suffering due to lack of 

financial strength. They may need digital transformation, but in a time when they are 

reeling from losing significant stability this is not the time to market new ideas to them.

Have SMEs as a key pillar of your long-term recovery plan, building supportive customer 

stories now which can be deployed later.

Targeting 



Question: Should I still be running ABM programs if no-one is working from an 

office location?

Answer: Yes. While it’s true that IP targeting is a cornerstone of digital ABM targeting, it is 

not the only string to the ABM bow. For example, Bombora can target devices at home, 

which have previously been cookied at a work location. Many companies also mandate 

their employees to work from home via VPNs, which their tags can recognize.

Brands with developed first party data strategies can leverage these to map multiple data 

points against their existing install base, allowing for rich targeting programs with up-sell 

and cross-sell objectives. This is crucial for the Technology vertical where the current 

environment demonstrates the biggest work from home test in history, and a trigger for the 

move to cloud and subscription-based services.

Question: What ABM intent behavior is being demonstrated?

Answer: We are an established and long-term partner with Bombora and use them for a 

great deal of intent targeting. They assert that the migration of employees to remote WFH 

networks has had limited impact on Company Surge data. Some changes in intent topics 

have been noted, but their surge volume is nearly unchanged overall.

This signals that many customers are still heavily in the research phase, it’s just that the 

topics of that interest are shifting slightly to accommodate our new virtual world. This 

assertation doesn’t necessarily indicate that companies are in market to purchase during 

the pandemic, however, an always-on ABM approach is recommended for when these 

decisions are taken, and they will be.

We recommend refining strategies to factor in expanded keywords and intent to ensure 

that we are capturing maximum relevant audience demand, and that marketing investment 

can be optimized to where it will drive the most impact

Question: Are you seeing compromised performance in ABM?

Answer: No. Currently there have been no noteworthy changes to ABM performance 

across the campaigns that we have live. 

We will continue to monitor performance and recommend optimizations to adjust to the 

changing macro-environment. 

ABM



Question: What additional optimizations should we consider?

Answer: We recommend carefully considering how to address target verticals and buying 

teams, as outlined in the targeting section of this QA document. This is the opportunity to 

test vertical specific messaging if you aren’t doing so already. 

Adjust your ABM lists to reflect current industry prioritization, based on market demand 

rather than internal sales priorities.  

ABM content syndication campaigns can still be delivered by the majority of publishers that 

we have spoken with. That said, sales velocity is currently severely compromised, and we 

are no longer in an environment where evergreen content exists. We recommend 

syndicating mid-funnel content and adjusting KPIs to a nurture vs. convert state of mind.

ABM



Question: What impact has Covid-19 had on social media?

Answer: Social media usage has grown as a result of Covid-19, as more users go online 

to stay connected. New data from insights and consulting firm Kantar reveals exactly how 

much some apps are benefiting. 

According to a survey of more than 25,000 consumers in 30 markets conducted from 

March 14 to 24, WhatsApp is the social media app that has experienced the greatest gains 

due to COVID-19. WhatsApp has seen a 40% increase in usage that grew from an initial 

27% bump in the earlier days of the pandemic to 41% in the mid-phase. 

For countries already in the later phase of the pandemic, WhatsApp usage has jumped by 

51%. In individual markets, that usage may be even higher, Kantar noted. For example, 

WhatsApp usage in Spain was up 76%. 

Other social media apps seeing gains during the pandemic include, not surprisingly, 

Facebook and China’s WeChat and Weibo. Overall, Facebook global usage has increased 

by 37%, while China’s local social media apps saw usage climb by 58%.

Facebook recently shared its own data, noting that total messaging on its platform was up 

by more than 50% over last month. This would include Facebook Messenger, Instagram 

and WhatsApp combined. It also claimed that time across all apps since the crisis had 

grown 70%, and time in group calls (three or more participants) was up by more than 

1,000% during the last month. Instagram has launched one-to-one video calling, 

and Instagram and Facebook Live views doubled in a week’s time.

Twitter is being used as a clear communication tool during the crisis, their daily usage has 

jumped by 23% so far as people flock to the service to keep track of what’s happening 

around the world.

LinkedIn has analyzed global platform behavior between the 1st February and 17th March 

and has seen an accelerating uptrend in engagement and article growth from the third 

week of January. Article consumption is up +1749% and engagement +2017%. Outside of 

Covid-19 the fastest growing hashtags are around remote working.

Social media has therefore become a stronger platform to reach our B2B audiences, 

however, lines between personal and business lives have now blurred to the point where 

they are unrecognizable as two separate entities. Social is ever more important to media 

campaigns, however activity requires intelligent and dynamic planning.

Social



Question: What type of social usage, and what is the implication for B2B 

advertising?

Answer: Social has always been the media channel most aligned to people’s behavior, as 

they use their profiles as an extension of themselves in the digital sphere. This is 

demonstrated by the best and worst of user generated content related to Covid-19. At its 

best, humanity is sharing stories of human collaboration, inspiring acts of kindness and 

stories of businesses helping society in a time of crisis. At its worst people are sharing 

misinformation and demonstrating racism towards Chinese people.

Social media is a mixed bag when it comes to being considered a trusted platform for 

critical news related to Covid-19. Fake news is a real consideration; however Twitter is 

considered a news sharing social platform which includes credible sources. With the ease 

of re-tweeting, credible news can be amplified, and users tend to use the platform for that 

reason. Kantar suggests that our audiences are turning to News and Government sites, 

with 58% and 48% of consumers respectively identifying them as trustworthy sources. 

They are however, then sharing that information back to the world via social platforms. A 

study across multiple markets by Global Web Index showed that 44% of respondents now 

spend more time on social media. They also saw 30% of respondents say social media 

should provide more live streaming of events at this time.

This conflicting sentiment is creating a shifting sand for consumer advertisers, but less so 

in the world of B2B. Business audiences are traditionally highly educated and discerning 

individuals, less prone to social hysteria. This was corroborated as we conducted a social 

listening study, comparing overall consumer Covid-19 sentiment against the top Covid-19 

business terms surging on social media. We found that consumer sentiment was 

overwhelmingly negative, while business sentiment was neutral to positive.

LinkedIn research builds further on these findings. Article and engagement surges show 

that addition to fact driven coronavirus topics; leadership, culture & community, health & 

wellbeing and business & productivity all emerge as the top social trends.

Therefore social usage implications for B2B are neutral, however we must be conscious of 

the bigger picture. We recommend being rigorous in targeting of B2B audiences, keeping a 

laser focus on the synergy between paid, owned and earned. 

Social 



Question: What about brand safety on social media?

Answer: As content is often user generated and feed-based, brand safety controls in 

place are not as effective as those used for channels like programmatic. We need to be 

receptive to things such as negative keywords, engagement monitoring and thinking about 

contextual environments to adapt our channel strategies accordingly.

Question: What content optimizations should we consider?

Answer: Social content management processes have been in the press recently. It’s a 

historical problem for Facebook in particular, which altered practices following the 

Christchurch streaming incident. It’s much more of a challenge for platforms to manage 

material linked to an ongoing global event, with new content being created by the second.

Each brand should revise their social content strategy on their own terms, however there 

are some points which we would recommend considering:

• Be present. Our customers are having a challenging time, and brands who are 

empathetic and supportive during this time stand to gain significant mindshare with 

them. Social is the perfect channel to do this

• Be careful with customer service and marketing interactions. Don’t ignore your 

customers, however initiating conversations outside of specifically planned live events 

is risky

• Only syndicate timely content which is relevant to your audiences and the pain points 

that they have right now

• Do not map and approve long term content calendars. This situation is evolving at a 

fast pace, content should be checked and published on the day of release

• Focus on quality over quantity. This is not the time to maximize frequency, we are 

seeing campaigns with a consistent, reassuring level of communication perform the 

best

• Do consider impactful, emotive and video led placements

• The power of partnership, peer-to-peer and community is vital to a B2B brand’s 

success with businesses

• Twitter research among their user base recommends adjusting your social tone of voice 

to be Informative (48%), Supportive (41%), Positive (35%), Sincere (26%) and 

Encouraging (25%)

Social 



Question: Should I continue to use programmatic?

Answer: Yes. Home working has driven significant growth in global digital consumption, 

leading to increased reach to our target audience across mobile and connected devices. In 

China, after the country implemented nationwide isolation measures, average weekly 

downloads of apps during the first two weeks of February jumped 40% compared with the 

average for the whole of 2019, according to the Financial Times. 

Programmatic as well as other biddable channels, are a great risk hedge right now. They 

are non-guaranteed and take advantage of supply and demand fluctuations quickly. The 

overall programmatic market has softened in the short term. This has been predominantly 

driven by advertising withdrawal from verticals such as Travel & Tourism, Retail and 

Luxury brands. 

This presents an opportunity to shift KPIs and engage with increased audience numbers at 

a more efficient time in the market. 

Question: What about brand safety?

Answer: We are managing our clients into one of two brand safety responses.

The first, and most recommended, is to work with ad verification technology in updating 

settings to mitigate risk.

• Where applicable we are excluding categories of content such as “misinformation” 

which will cover Covid-19 fake news, and the Violence category, which includes 

epidemics

• Updating negative keyword lists that IAS has developed, to avoid risky terms. We 

would not however include coronavirus or Covid-19. While this won't guarantee 

our ads avoid Covid-19 content completely, it should filter out articles 

featuring particularly negative sentiments such as death, etc.

The second, in more sensitive situations, is to maximize negative keywords to avoid 

alignment to coronavirus wherever possible

• Negative keyword lists can include terms such as flu, Covid-19, coronavirus, Tom 

Hanks, Rudy Gobert etc.

• These are added to DSPs to avoid bidding on any related content

• Pros: negative keywords can almost eliminate the risk of appearing next to the implied 

content

• Cons: This is a blunt tool, and in today’s environment could seriously restrict inventory 

and the opportunity to appear next to industry relevant content

Programmatic  



Question: What impact has Covid-19 had on Search?

Answer: The coronavirus has created significant changes in both online search behavior, 

as well as the type of content search engines display as a result. News, wellness, online 

classes and exercise are the types of content seeing huge surges in intent. From a B2B 

perspective we’ve noticed a surge in collaboration searches. For example, video 

conferencing terms have risen by 710% since February 23rd, with more people in the need 

for software and platforms to work and study from home.

We have been monitoring activity for any dramatic changes in search volumes across 

brand and product terms for our clients, but thus far most activity has maintained (other 

than collaboration where we have seen a dramatic spike). This demonstrates that 

customers are still active in market and demonstrating research intent.

Question: What about ensuring relevant traffic? 

Answer: There should be a high continued focus on driving relevant traffic. We have been 

closely monitoring increased search demand for Covid-19 and healthcare related terms, 

working to eliminate irrelevant traffic on an ongoing basis.

• Proactively limit exposure to irrelevant traffic by expanding the negative keyword list as 

and when required

• Monitor increased search demand for coronavirus, life insurance, healthcare and health 

care devices

• Adjust collaboration campaigns in line with the surge in “remote working” – add 

keywords we would usually consider at “too broad” as we can understand intent in the 

current climate and ensure budgets are able to support a spike in demand

Search



Question: What other optimization opportunities should we consider?

Answer: The global movement toward a remote workforce has the potential to elongate 

considered sales cycles, so tracking conversion rates and bottom funnel KPIs is 

mandatory. Search is an early indicator of behavioral change among our audiences, so it 

should be leveraged as such.

• This behavior change will see conversion rates for demand campaigns decrease, and 

CPL levels rise. One important exception being among collaboration driven subscription 

services.

• Although capturing demand intent is always important for search, linking strategies to 

branding activity by expanding relevant keyword sets is vital in this type of market. 

Particularly as we assess recent policy changes on Chrome and with Google privacy 

initiatives.

• We are asking clients to share sales activity more frequently so we can monitor early 

indicators of an increase or decrease in demand

• We should continue to leverage search best practices for ad copy and extensions but 

should be mindful that the tone of voice complies with the current economic climate 

• Customers are price sensitive, so we recommend free trials and demos over paid 

product promotions 

Search



Question: What impact has Covid-19 had on events?

Answer: You don’t need us to tell you the impact that coronavirus has had on events; 

these have been a cornerstone touchpoint for B2B since it’s dawn, driving more quality 

sales leads than digital channels. You’re seeing major business events be cancelled or 

postponed, which is having a significant impact on revenue and predicted sales for 2020 

and beyond. 

The move to virtual events has been widespread. Google’s Cloud Next 2020 and Adobe’s 

Summit are just two examples of brands making the jump to a digital world. This has the 

potential to be a masterclass in re-planning, with brands potentially being overwhelmed at 

the prospect of turning things around so quickly. 

It’s also certainly true that you can’t simply take the format of an offline event and translate 

that into a virtual world. People lose interest more quickly online, missing the networking 

elements and happy hour conversation. How does it go beyond webinar status to feel like 

an exciting and innovative occasion?

We are supporting our clients in three ways with their 2020 event strategies:

• Firstly, we are re-engaging audiences to push committed attendees, while leveraging 

the opportunity to scale the event to a wider audience 

• Secondly, we are re-investing offline event budgets into supportive media programs 

and a series of smaller events where required

• Finally, where budgets and objectives demand it, we are recommending brands in the 

Dentsu family like MKTG who have established experience in bringing an integrated, 

virtual event to life

Question: How do we maintain demand in the absence of an event, either physical 

or virtual?

Answer: Marketing and media has a role to play in mitigating the absence of an event. In 

the current climate this will be a longer-term strategy to build up qualified interest and 

demand, via considered demand generation activities.

Events 



Question: How do we re-register attendees for a virtual version of the event?

Answer: Given differing privacy laws around the globe, registrants for a physical event 

have not opted in to a virtual one. Therefore driving registrations is crucial for success. 

Paid media targeted to ABM + Job Function is the most effective method. This involves 

taking a list of accounts and associated job titles of registrants (non-PII information), then 

targeting promotions to them via paid media. Best performing tactics include 

• LinkedIn InMail

• LinkedIn Sponsored Updates

• ABM targeted eDMs

Question: What about publisher events, run as part of a media buy?

Answer: As customer intent to purchase decreases, CPLs have begun to rise in demand 

tactics like Search. We are seeing an increasingly upward trend in partner events over the 

same timeframe, as our clients look for new ways to support sales in the longer term, 

generating qualified leads which can be carefully nurtured during the pandemic and 

followed up later.

Workshop orientated webcasts and traditional webinars still have an important role to play, 

in addition to simpler content pieces on social via live video.

We are managing clients through the following considerations:

• Given tremendous pressure on our clients to transform internal and external marketing 

programs, with remote teams, we ensure that more tactical events are as turnkey as 

possible

• We recommend working with global partners like IDG, LinkedIn, Tech Target, CBSi and 

Business Insider, to generate relevant and thoughtful topics of business interest

• Strategically managing social media programs pre, mid and post event

• Leveraging high quality video and interactive audience engagement tools to maximize 

audience participation and compete with offline distractions as people log in from home

• The ability to gain richer insights on attendees and their participation, to better profile 

follow-up and a future nurture mentality

• Tailored amplification to audiences who may not have been able to attend the physical 

event, to maximize first party data creation

Events



Question: What impact is Covid-19 having on demand generation?

Answer: We understand that face-to-face sales and call center closures are a serious 

concern for our sales driven, B2B clients. You are also seeing coronavirus impact on the 

ability to deliver on-site consulting services due to travel bans, while virtual technical 

projects are seeing minimal impact (migrations, upgrades, scripting, patching and 

customization etc.).

However, in areas of business transformation, driven by the velocity created by Covid-19, 

our clients are already finding new ways to get deals done. Brands are increasingly closing 

the gap between marketing and sales a little further, to better understand how to support 

each other in such a changeable market.

Currently we are seeing no shrinking of demand among our target audiences, and content 

syndication partners are still saying that they can deliver campaigns in full.

Question: What optimization opportunities should we consider?

Answer: Following are some examples of optimizations and strategic principles that we 

are implementing across our clients:

• Monitor the volume and traction of leads with sales, to understand how to dial the input 

model up or down

• Involve senior marketing and media leads in conversations about evolving sales 

process, to ensure synergy as more sales interactions are moved online

• Invest in marketing automation programs and amplified, intent driven media activities to 

interested customers. They may not wish to purchase during the pandemic, but they 

will prioritize products and services which better protect threats to business continuity 

once they have weathered the storm

• Seamlessly link demand programs to ABM, maximizing coverage to the large enterprise 

targets identified by sales. The current soft market provides opportunity to increase 

visibility and memorability to key buying teams, setting up for conversion post pandemic

• Turn a strong focus to campaigns and Loyalty programs that support existing 

customers through cross-sell and upsell opportunities. Drive subscription revenue from 

low hanging fruit

• Revise content strategies, to ensure that messaging is timely, relevant and hits the 

correct tone of voice, as per the messaging section of this QA document

Demand Generation 



Question: What impact is Covid-19 having on OOH?

Answer: OOH ad spending is feeling a negative impact as the virus grows in scale and 

audiences continue to avoid public places and reduce travel. We have been working with 

our clients over the past weeks to:

• Cancel OOH placements and divert funds to surging digital tactics which provide brand 

salience

• Consider video placements and thoughtful business partnerships with specialist 

publications

Question: What impact is Covid-19 having on TV?

Answer: The rise in global self-isolation has led to a broad increase in linear TV 

consumption across the globe, and it’s no longer limited to prime-time dayparting. The UK 

has seen increases in news consumption of between 16% -25%, India has seen overall TV 

time increase by 8%, and in the US Nielsen saw a 22% increase in total TV usage in the 

Seattle/Tacoma metro last Wednesday, compared with a week ago. New York and LA are 

already seeing usage that’s up by 8% during the same timeframe.

Video streaming is surging with both consumer and B2B audiences. In the UK, analysis of 

non-linear television usage by BARB, suggests a ten-minute daily increase of VOD viewing 

week on week and that is expected to keep growing.

In the US, during previous natural disasters, Nielsen said consumers stuck at home were 

tuning into feature films, news and general programming. Streaming, in particular, jumped 

by 61% during these periods.

Trends elsewhere in the world indicate COVID-19 will send users to stream even more. In 

Italy and Spain, for example, first-time installs of Netflix’s app were up 57% and 34%, 

respectively, according to Sensor Tower data. In addition, live streaming across YouTube, 

Twitch, Facebook and Mixer grew by more than 66% in Italy between the first week of 

February and this past week, according to StreamElements, and viewers were watching 

nearly double the number of channels.

We recommend:

• Building brands through carefully optimized programmatic and connected TV programs

• Targeting our specific B2B audience groups at times when they are viewing positive 

content

• Thinking about salient ways to align to the desire for aspirational ideas and escapism
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Question: What impact is Covid-19 having on radio?

Answer: Radio consumption has increased worldwide, with a focused spike in news and 

podcasts.

Early indications in the US and UK suggest that live radio and podcasts have seen a surge 

in demand of between 10% - 15%, as millions adjust to working from home and turn on 

their radios for up to date information and a sense of community. According to a recent 

Nielsen study, as a result of Covid-19, 83% of consumers say they are listening to the as 

much if not more radio as compared to before the pandemic. 60% of consumers say they 

hold Radio in high regard and trust that it will deliver timely information. While podcast 

listener trends have been increasing each year since 2014, Nielsen found that most heavy 

listeners are most engaged when they are away from home. We can anticipate that some 

of these trends may shift as a remote working becomes more common; initial data shows 

us that podcasts can help manage stress and keep audiences informed. 

Music streaming however hasn’t yet seen a similar benefit. Evidence from Italy, the 

country hardest hit by the coronavirus and where self-isolation has been in force much 

longer, suggests music streaming may indeed take a hit. It might seem counter-intuitive, 

but, as Quartz reports, the numbers in Italy show a drop-off of 23% in streams of the most 

popular 200 songs on Spotify between March 3 and March 17 – Italy was ordered into 

quarantine on March 9.  And it isn’t only Italy. In the US, total Spotify streams of the top 

200 songs dropped to 77 million on March 17, the lowest figure for a Tuesday this year, 

and down 14 million on the previous week. The same pattern is emerging in France and 

Spain, according to Quartz. 

Recommendations:

• Expand B2B targeting to relevant contextual podcasts, being careful to build safe brand 

synergies

• Consider radio as a tactic for Large Enterprise buying teams working from home, 

testing programmatic and partnership buys

• Be thoughtful with any radio campaigns targeting SMEs. Although this is traditionally a 

very successful channel for smaller businesses, the market makes this a sensitive 

decision
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Question: What impact is Covid-19 having on sports sponsorships?

Answer: The global professional sports industry is already dramatically affected by the 

coronavirus. In the US, the National Basketball Association (NBA) and National Hockey 

League (NHL) have both suspended their seasons indefinitely. Major League Baseball 

(MLB) and Major League Soccer (MLS) have delayed or suspended their seasons and 

events on the Professional Golfers' Association (PGA) Tour have been cancelled. 

In Europe, many football matches are being played without spectators and leagues are 

starting to act. The Premier League has suspended its season, as Serie A in Italy and La 

Liga has done in Spain, among others around Europe.

In addition, we have seen the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics be delayed until 2021. 

Previous cancellations have only ever occurred with WW1 and WW2.

Company leaders are already looking at new, digital ways to bring their sport to the 

masses. For example, Twitch and F1 are playing out the rest of the Grand Prix season 

through eSports - with a mix of real drivers and streamers.

This has had an impact both on our clients’ sponsorships for the remainder of the year, 

and on media targeting strategies to sports content which indexes highly with our business 

audiences. We are in conversations with our clients to strategically address this, and 

although these are unique to each set of circumstances, there are common best practices:

• Perfectly executed brand sponsorships exist where the sponsor adds value to the deal. 

Therefore, the current world situation provides an opportunity for brands to support the 

sports industry during the pandemic. This could be in making events which do go ahead 

viewable to our audience or bringing solutions to the table in partnership with the sports 

events team

• We are recommending pivot strategies to align with new wellness priorities amongst our 

audiences, as people consume content online around working out at home

• New passion points are emerging around health, wellbeing and altruism. These should 

be investigated as relevant sponsor opportunities in the short to medium term
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This FAQ document was put together by the Global Merkle | DWA strategic team, with 

expertise from our global media teams in markets across the globe.

In addition we utilized the below sources for additional information:

• Merkle | DWA campaign team insights from Global, US, UK, Australia and Singapore

• Merkle | DWA - first party research (Google search, trends, social listening via 

Meltwater & Brandwatch)

• Dentsu Aegis - research & insights

• Dentsu – Weekly TV Usage Updates

• TechTarget – Trending Covid-19 Topics By Region

• 360i - COVID POV

• LinkedIn - Global Insights & Content 

• IAS - COVID POV

• IAS – Research Coronavirus Content Adjacency

• IPA - Advertising in a downturn

• Cleveland Research – Covid-19 Impacts on Cloud & Enterprise IT

• Madison Logic – Marketing During Adverse Times

• Samba TV– NBA Viewership Transition

• Amnet – Programmatic Trending Research

• Pathmatics – Covid-19 Report 2020

• Washington Post – COVID Response

• eMarketer – Why Tech Companies Can Regain Consumer Trust As Coronavirus Crisis 

Continues

• eMarketer – How Will the Coronavirus Change Consumer Behavior

• eMarketer – How Marketers Can Adapt To Event Cancellations Brought On By 

Coronavirus

• eMarketer – Covid-19 Business And Consumer Impact In Europe

• WARC – Ad blacklisting around virus coverage hits publisher revenues

• WARC – Boost for radio as coronavirus crisis bites

• WARC – Covid-19: How sponsors should handle the turbulence upending the 2020 

sports calendar

• WARC – Economic uncertainty and media planning strategy

• WARC – Covid-19: Three scenarios for the impact on media planning

• WARC – The impact of Covid-19 on media strategy
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